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This is second version of  a business plan for fast food sushi point in a shopping mall the student  decided to concentrate 

on. He changed 57 % of his former work. He logically kept two parts of his work - theoretical and practical, and improved 

description of some theoretical concepts - e.g. he created individual subchapter about business model frameworks and 

added Lean Canvas model to the business model frameworks. This  makes better logical structure to this part.  

Unfortunately there is a formatting mistake of formulas in the chapter 2.4. In the practical part the students describes 

business model canvas. I miss his explanantion why did he choose exactly the business model canvas and not the lean 

canvas. To the practical part he added statistical analysis of number of customers visiting the shoping center, analysed 

more potencial competitors, and based on three addintional surveys he analyzed the behavior and predisposition of 

potential customers. He improved his financial planning by adding three scenarios and calculating VAT. He proved good 

knowledge of several methods and tools to prepare a business plan.

I RECOMMEND the thesis to be defended.

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  B A C H E L O R´S  T H E S I S

to create a business plan for opening a sushi point and evaluate its feasibility in money.

"Casual Sushi" Business Plan
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